Summary. Most applications of parsing require that the parser call semantic action routines while processing the input. For LR(k) parsers it is well known that a semantic action routine can be called when the end of a production is recognized. Often, however, it is desirable to call routines at other times. This paper presents fast algorithms that determine, for an LR(k) ( 
deleted from the production X-*e). The phrase "by eliminating X" will be omitted when the value of X is clear from context. For example, a string ~' corresponds to e if e is obtained by removing all occurrences of X from c(. For a given X position [i',j']=A~c(.~' corresponds to [i,j] =A--*c~.~ iff c~' corresponds to e and/~' corresponds to/~. Grammar G' corresponds to grammar G iff G can be obtained from G' by removing X from all the productions (and deleting the ~e mentioned above).
Inserting X in the set of positions 5# of grammar G produces the grammar G' by inserting the null nonterminal X into each position in 5: and adding the production X ~ to the grammar. If G' corresponds by eliminating X to G, then there exists a set of positions 5: such that G' can be obtained from G by inserting X in the set of positions 5:.
The purpose of this paper is to show how to discover, for a given LR(k) grammar G, where routines may be called without destroying the LR(k) property.
Equivalently, we show how to find sets of positions 5: such that if the new null nonterminal X is inserted in the set 5:, the resulting grammar G' is still LR (k) .
(This generalizes to several different routines by considering each routine consecutively.) Since the number of such sets 5: for a given G may be very large, an enumeration of the sets is not an acceptable answer. Our approach is to categorize the positions in the grammar into the following three types. A position is forbidden if no routine may be called there. That is, using the notation above, [i,j] is forbidden iff for every 5:' the grammar G" is not LR (k) .
Positions that are neither free nor forbidden are contingent. Position [i,j] is contingent if for some, but not all, sets 5:', the grammar G" is LR(k).
In the grammar of Fig. 1 , position [1, 0] is forbidden. Positions [-3, 0] and [4, 0] are contingent, and all the rest are free for LR(1) parsing.
Theorem I0 gives an important result concerning the structure of the problem. Given G and X as above, let 5:', 5:", and 5:'" be sets of positions in G such that 5:'~ b ~ is empty and 5:'"= 5:'w 5"". Let G', G", and G'" be the grammars that result by inserting X in positions 5:', 5:", and 5:"' respectively. Theorem 10 implies that, if G' and G" are both LR(k), so is G'". (See the appendix for all theorems.)
LR(k) Parsing
This section develops our notation further in the context of a short description of the LR(k) parsing algorithm. An item in grammar G is a triple [i,j, 7] where [i,j] is a position and 7 is a k symbol follow string. In dot notation, if A--*c~./3 represents [i,j] , then A--*e./3{7 } represents [i,j, 7] . The initial item is [0, 0, -tk], where -t is the end marker. The follow string 7 is a k symbol terminal string that can immediately follow the left side of production i in some sentential form of G. The lookahead set for item A--,c~. fl{7} (or .S{-t k} or S. {--tk}) is the set of k symbol prefixes of the strings of terminal symbols that can be derived from fl 7 (or S~ k or ~k). Position [i,j] An LR(k) parser building program constructs the states for the controller of a pushdown automaton. Each state consists of an item set, an action set, and a go to set. The elements of each set are pairs, where each pair has a primary element and a secondary element. (A set of pairs can be represented in a compact form where all the elements with the same primary entry are replaced by an element with that primary entry and a set of secondary entries.)
The primary entry for an item is a position, and the secondary entry is a follow set. The construction of the item set proceeds in two phases: the specification of the main items and the computation of their derived items. A state for which only the main items have been specified is an incomplete state. A state is uniquely determined by its set of main items.
The item set is used to construct the parser, and it is used by our algorithms, but it is not used during the operation of the parser. It can be discarded once the parser is built.
The primary entry for the action set is an action, and the secondary entry is a lookahead string that indicates when the action should be performed. 
Step 
Categorizing Positions
The concept of a partial state, and its associated graph, introduced next, are fundamental to our algorithm for classifying positions. and j is the length of production i. The graph contains no other nodes or arcs. Figure 3 shows the partial state position graph for partial state (1, i).
A key idea for the classification algorithm is the notion of predominators in a graph. If p and q are nodes in a directed graph H, and H has an initial node I, then p is a predominator of q iff every path from 1 to q goes through p. Node p is an immediate predominator of q iff p is a predominator of q and every other predominator of q is also a predominator of p. [6] The classification algorithm is based on the following observation: if po-
is free, and p is any node associated with [i,j] in the partial position graph, p is a predominator of the final node of the component it is in.
Algorithm 2 (Classification Algorithm). The input is an LR(k) grammar G and a partial position graph for the LR(k) parser for G. The output is a labelling of each position of G as free, contingent, or forbidden.
Step 1. Label as forbidden each position [i, 0] that derives itself.
Step 2. Compute the immediate predominators for the partial position graph.
Step 3 is not a predominator of the final node of (x, ~).
Step 4. Label as free each unlabelled node. Testing the values of labels on nodes can be avoided if the steps are done in order 4, 2, 3, 1. This results in a slightly more efficient algorithm.
Step 1 can be done directly from the grammar using the algorithm in [11] to test for cycles. The new algorithm for immediate predominators [5] can be used to do step 2 in time that is almost linear [5] in the size of the partial state position graph. 
Compatible Sets
A compatible set is a set of positions 5 ~ for an LR(k) grammar G such that the grammar G' is LR(k), where G' is obtained by inserting the null nonterminal X in the set of positions 50. A 0-1 set is a set of positions 5O for G such that no sentential form generated by G' contains two consecutive occurrences of X.
The main algorithm of this section finds 0-1 compatible sets. It makes use of the following graph.
The position graph for an LR(k) parser for a grammar G is a directed graph that has an initial node for each state, an intermediate node for each position, and a final node for each action. There is an arc from the initial node for state x to the node for position [i,j] The following algorithm finds 0-1 compatible sets. It labels the nodes of the position graph with black (indicating that the node will be in the set) or white (indicating that the node will not be in the set). During execution of the algorithm nodes are colored gray (indicating that the node has not been processed yet), and some black nodes may be recolored white. Step 1. Color all nodes gray.
Step 2. Color all nodes in the required set black.
Step 3. Color all descendants of black nodes and all final nodes white.
Step 4. Report failure if any node in the required set is white.
Step 5. Color all gray nodes that have white immediate descendants black. Color all remaining gray nodes white. The black nodes form a maximal 0-1 compatible set.
Algorithm 3 can be done in time proportional to the number of arcs in the graph. The total time required, including that required to construct the graph, is linear in the time required to build the LR(k) parser.
Applications
We give two applications for Algorithm 2 and one for the ideas of Algorithm 3. All the applications are related to problems that arise in compiler design.
First, however, consider how many positions in a "typical" grammar will be free, contingent, and forbidden. Although we have no direct measurements of these quantities, the data in Tables 2 and 3 of [9] give a basis for some reasonable guesses. For the grammars in [9] , 66 % of the positions are main positions. A single main item appears in 85% of the states. Considering the other combinations reported, it is a reasonable guess that at least 70 % of main positions are free. Immediate left recursions account for 3 % of the positions. Since the grammars contain very few additional recursions, about 3 % of the positions are forbidden. About 4% of the positions are associated with the duplication of the initial segment in various productions for a single nonterminal. For LR(1) parsers these correspond to contingent positions. These figures suggest the following distribution for LR(1) grammars: free, 46-93}/0; contingent, 4-51%; and forbidden, 3 %. A new study is needed to obtain more precise values, but this gives a rough idea of the output that can be expected from Algorithm 2.
For the first application, consider a common method of compiler design. An LR(k) grammar for the intended language is developed first, and then calls to semantic action routines are added. A common result of the second step is a grammar that is no longer LR(k). For a programming language the size of Pascal, it might take from 10 to 20 runs of the parser building program to add the routine calls to the grammar. With Algorithm 2, the routine calls can be placed in free positions and no parsing problems will arise. Designs that require calls at forbidden positions can be rejected. This would eliminate most of the need for repeated runs of the parser builder.
For the second application, consider the one-pass method of parsing using attribute grammars given in [12] . As presented, the method keeps all the data relevant to each partially processed production on the attribute stack, whether or not there is any further use for it. The attribute grammar could be analyzed automatically to determine when there will be useless data near the top of the stack, and calls to routines to pop this data off the stack could be inserted into the grammar. Without an algorithm to classify positions this approach would be impractical, because of the time required to determine which combinations of routine calls lead to parsable grammars. Since the popping routines are usually called at main positions, and since most main positions are free, most of the benefits could be obtained if the calls to popping routines were inserted only at free positions. The automatic production of stack-efficient parsers for attribute grammars was the primary motivation for this work.
Most applications of our methods are for problems where each routine is called at only a few positions (most often at one), so that contingent positions are not useful. The method of program indentation discussed in [10] , however, uses just two routines, each of which is called at many positions. Often it is desirable to call a routine to increase indentation at the begining of every production, and one to decrease indentation at the end. Since this would destroy parsability in a grammar with left recursion, a reasonable alternative might be to call the pair of routines at the beginning and end of some maximal subset of productions. Once a compatible set of positions [i, 0] for calling the increase routine has been found, the decrease routine can be called at positions [i, length of production i] without destroying parsability. A large set of positions for calling the increase routine can be found by looking for a maximal balanced coloring of the position graph under the restriction that only derived positions may be colored black. (A balanced coloring is one for which every path from a given initial node to a given final node has the same number of black nodes on it.) Not every coloring that leads to a parsable grammar can be found from the position graph, so this procedure may not lead to a maximal set of positions, but it will usually be close to maximal. Any free derived positions not in the set can also be added. This gives a completely automatic method for generating indentation.
Extensions
For applications where it is desirable to call routines at contingent positions, algorithms to further characterize the contingent positions are useful. In Fig. 1 , positions T~.PTT and T~.P must occur together; this is evident from Fig. 3 .
The data in [9] indicate that 4% of positions are in initial parts of productions for a nonterminal that has at least one other production with the same initial part. For LR(1) parsers this leads to positions that must occur together.
For LR(O) parsers the initial positions of all productions for a single nonterminal must occur together. This means that for LR(O) parsers nearly all initial
positions are contingent or forbidden, since nonterminal symbols with just one production are rare.
It appears to be difficult to modify Algorithm3 to find minimal 0-1 compatible sets or to find 0-1 compatible sets that exclude some nodes (reporting failure iff there is no solution). The problem is that the common immediate descendant property (discussed in the appendix) does not generalize to a common descendant property.
Conclusions
Algorithm 2 solves most aspects of an important problem for LR(k) parsers, the problem of inserting routine calls without destroying parsability. It is fast and practical for use with SLR(1) parser building programs, because the worst case running time is dominated by the time required to build the SLR(1) parser. Full LR(k) methods are not practical for building parsers. Pager in [-7, 8] provides practical methods for building LR(k) parsers by varying k from state to state as needed. If Algorithm 2 is used on a parser built with a variable k method, some free positions may be classified as contingent if they occur in states where small k can be used only if no routines are called. More work is needed to determine whether the variable k algorithms and Algorithm 2 can be modified to be more compatible.
Algorithm 2 can be used to simplify and further automate the process of compiler design. It also opens the way to fast automatic methods for generating stack-efficient attribute grammar parsers.
Appendix
This section contains the proofs that Algorithms 2 and 3 are correct for LR(k) grammars. The proofs can also be converted to proofs for SLR(k) parsing. This is because 1) the states of an SLR(k) parser for a grammar G are made up of the same sets of items as the states of an LR(O) parser for G, and 2) the lookahead for SLR (1) 
Theorem 1. The set of items for the partial states in Yf(ct) corresponds by eliminating X to the items for (x, ~).
Proof The main items of (x', ~) and (x, ~) correspond, and (x', ~)~ Y'(~) by definition. Each of the other items from a partial state in ~(c~) is obtained from a main item of (x', c~) by a series of derivation steps and X successor steps. Each such chain can be converted into a chain of derivation steps starting from the corresponding main item in (x, c~) by removing the X successor steps and replacing each item from M' by the corresponding item from M. Therefore, for each item from a partial state in X(c0, there is a corresponding item in (x, c 0. To go the other way, notice that each item in (x, ct) is either a main item or is obtained from a main item by a series of derivation steps. The main items correspond to the main items of (x', c 0 as above. Let [-a', 0, 7] . Therefore, by induction on the length of the derivation chain, there is an item in a partial state of X(e) corresponding to each item in (x, c 0.
Notice that the partial states in ~f(e) form a linear list, i.e., each partial state in ~r(c~) has at most one X successor in Y'(c0 and all but one partial state in X(c0 has such an X successor. Proof Theorems 1 and 3 imply that the items f(Y, 7, ct) of (z', c 0 correspond to the items J(Y, 7, e) of (x, ~). The main items of (y', fl) and (y, fl) are the Y-shifted items of f(Y, 7, c~) and J(Y, 7, e), respectively, so they correspond. Proof There is a 1-1 correspondence by eliminating X between the initial partial states of M' and the initial partial states of M. Theorems 4 and 5 imply that if the correspondence holds between a pair of partial states, then it also holds for the partial states in M' that can be reached by a series of X transitions followed by a non-X transition and the partial states in M that are reached by the same non-X transition. By induction the correspondence holds for partial states that can be reached by a series of such transitions. Since every partial state can be reached this way from an initial partial state, the theorem is true.
Theorem 7. If M' is nondeterministic, then there is a partial state (x', ~) in M', a partial state (x, ~) in M that corresponds to (x', ~), and a nondeterministic partial state (z', ~) in M' which is either (x', ~) or an X descendant of (x', ~).
Proof Since M' is nondeterministic, it contains at least one nondeterministic partial state. Let (z', ~) be a nondeterministic partial state of M' such that there is a simple path of zero or more go to transitions from an initial partial state to (z', ~), where all the other partial states on the path are deterministic. Set (x', ~) to the earliest partial state on the path such that (z', ~) is an X descendant of (x', ~) or equals (x', ~). Since all the partial states on the path up to (x', ~) are deterministic, Theorem 5 implies by induction that there is a partial state (x, ~) in M that corresponds to (x', ~). Theorems 6 and 7 establish that the analysis can be done on a partial state by partial state basis.
The state structure graph for an LR(k) parser is a directed graph with a component for each partial state (x, c~). A coloring of the state structure graph for an LR(k) grammar G is balanced iff for each initial node ((x, e), I) all paths (including those with cycles) from it to a final node contain the same number of black nodes. The number of black nodes on a path can depend on the partial state (x, e).
Theorem 8. Let C be a proper coloring of the state structure graph of an LR(k) grammar G. Let G' be the grammar obtained from G by inserting a new null nonterminal X at each position whose associated nodes are colored black in C. Then C is balanced iff G' is LR(k).
Proof Let (x', ~) be a partial state in M' that corresponds to a partial state (x, e) in M. The items of (x', c~) correspond to the items in the component for (x, ~) in the state structure graph that can be reached from node ((x, c~), I) by paths that do not go through black nodes. Let 5~(i) be the set of black nodes that are the i-th black node on some path from the initial node. (If there is a black node in a loop, then there will be a N'(i) for every i. Only finitely many will be different.) The items for the i-th X successor of (x', c~) correspond to the items in the component for (x, c~) that are on paths from nodes in M(i), where the paths contain no interior black nodes. If the i-th X successor contains an item corresponding to a node in ~(i+ 1), then it has an action reduce X~e. Suppose the i-th X successor of (x', e) has an item corresponding to a node p in the component for (x, c~), that p is not in M(i+ 1), and that there is a path with no interior black nodes from p to the final node of the component. Then the i-th X successor has the same action as (x, ~) (and this action is not reduce X ~e). Now G' is LR(k) iff each partial state has exactly one action, and so G' is LR(k) iff every path from the initial node of each component to its final node has the same number of black nodes in it. Theorem 8 reduces the problem to the study of proper balanced colorings of the state structure graph. fi=6p, ((x, 7) , [ 
is LR(k). If G' is LR(k) and G" is not LR(k), then G"' is not LR(k).
Proof Consider the colorings C', C", and C'" associated with G', G", and G'".
They are all proper. Since 5e'~5 P'' is empty, the number of black nodes on any path of the partial position graph colored by C"' is the sum of the number of black nodes on the path when the graph is colored by C' and the number when it is colored by C". If G' and G" are LR(k), then C' and C" are balanced, so C'" is balanced. If G' is LR(k) and G" is not, then C' is balanced and C" is not, and so C'" is not balanced. Proof The algorithm reports failure only if a node colored black in step 2 is colored white in step 3. There is no 0-1 coloring of the position graph only if the required set contains a node that is a descendant of a node that is also in the required set. By Theorem 9, there is also no 0-1 coloring of the partial state position graph.
Theorem 16. If Algorithm 3 does not report failure, then the output is a maximal 0-1 compatible set.
Proof
Step 3 ensures that for any node colored black in step 2, all paths out of the node contain only white nodes. By Theorem 14, the same holds true for the nodes colored black in step 4, so the result is a 0-1 coloring. Main positions are not descendants of any position, so they are not colored white. All final nodes are white. Therefore step 4 ensures that one node on each path between an initial node and a final node is black, and the coloring is compatible. This coloring of the position graph can be extended to the partial state position graph, preserving all its properties. If any additional nodes are colored black, the coloring is not 0-1, so the set is a maximal 0-1 compatible set.
